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How to Impress Mortgage Lenders
Ways to show off to your potential investors

You know what they say…"First impressions last.” That’s true for a first date, job interviews and a
variety of other instances that pave the way for life’s happiest experiences. If you are ready to buy a
home, making a good impression with the mortgage lenders is just as important. Be prepared by
taking the following steps before your first meeting. 

 

Harness your credit

 

Your credit score is one of the most important aspects in securing a mortgage. Obviously, the higher
your credit score, the higher your chances of being approved and at better rates and terms. With that
in mind, think ahead. A missed payment, for example, can take months to be removed from a credit
report, so when you know you’ll be in the market for a mortgage, you need to be extra-vigilant about
all things credit-related, explained personal finance writer and blogger Valencia Higuera.

 

Manage your spending & pay off debts

 

In the months before applying for a mortgage, cap extraneous spending, especially using credit, as
excessive spending in the months to a year before your mortgage applications can make a lender
suspicious of your debt management skills. 

 

“A high debt to income ratio can stop a mortgage approval,” Higuera said. “To qualify for a mortgage,
take steps to pay down your balances. Pay more than your minimum on your credit cards, and don't
take out new debts.”

 

Don’t job hop

 

Nowadays, the mortgage
approval process is a lot
stricter than it once was
when it comes to proving
income. Lenders want to
see a reliable work history
and steady income. If you
really want to show off to
your potential lender, you
and your co-signer should
be at your current jobs for
around a year. 

 

“Most lenders would want to
see two-years’ worth of tax
forms together with your
most recent pay slip,” an
article on the Lincoln Capital
Lending website states.

 







Save up for a big down payment 

 

It's harder than ever to get a mortgage with little or no down payment. Show your potential lender that
you’ve been preparing for this big life moment for a long time with a sizeable down payment — at
least 20 percent of the purchase price. Besides helping you secure financing, a larger down payment
(of 20 percent of more) will ensure you have instant equity in your home, and also help make your
monthly payments lower.

 

By planning ahead and taking these few steps, you can make the best possible first impression in
front of your potential lenders, getting you that much closer to your dream home and life’s next joyful
moment.
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What to Do if You Max Out Your 401(k)
Best ways to save after you reach your 401(k) contribution limit

If you are maxing out contributions on your 401(k), you’re on a great path toward a comfortable
retirement. This is an awesome feeling, but it may also leave you feeling a little lost about the best
way to continue saving. So, which accounts should you turn to once you can no longer contribute to
your 401(k)?  

The first thing to do is ensure that
you have actually maxed out your
401(k). That may seem obvious,
but the regulations do change from
year to year. The contribution limit
in 2015 is $18,000, which is $500
more than in 2014. It is important to
note that some workers earn too
much to contribute up to this
maximum.  

Another thing to consider is your
age. If you are age 50 or older, you
can make catch-up contributions.
For 2015, workers in this age group
can contribute $6,000 more than
younger workers can, giving them
a contribution limit of $24,000. 

“Older workers need to save
$2,000 per month or $1,000 per
[bi-weekly] paycheck to take maximum advantage of their 401(k) account,” says Emily Brandon, senior
editor for retirement at U.S. News. “Older workers who manage to max out their 401(k) will reduce
their income tax bill by $6,000.” 

If you are saving for retirement while saving for your child’s college education, you should consider
investing in a taxable account after you’ve reached the contribution limit on your 401(k).  

“If you come up short while your child is in college, you can tap your taxable account without paying
income taxes and early-withdrawal penalties,” says Sandra Block from Kiplinger’s Personal Finance.  

Many investment experts suggest that this is the ideal next step for workers at the limit of their 401(k),
regardless of whether they are also saving for college. So, it is a strategy that is definitely worth
discussing with your financial planner.  

When saving in a taxable account, you can keep the taxes lower by using a combination of
tax-efficient investments like those that qualify for long-term capital gains rates, such as stock index
funds. Investing in tax-free municipal bonds will also help keep the overall taxes down for the account.  

“The most tax-efficient—that is, the lowest-taxed—stock investments are individual stocks that you
buy and hold rather than actively trade. That’s because you get taxed on the dividends (if any) every
year, but you don’t get taxed on the capital gains until you sell,” states CNN Money’s Ultimate Guide
to Retirement.  

If you are still looking for other savings options aside from taxable accounts, consider nondeductible
IRAs. Withdrawals are taxed as income and not at long-term capital gains rates (which are lower). So,
they are better for people with long-term investment plans, such as those saving for retirement, than
for people looking for short-term investments.  

“Unlike [with] a deductible IRA, anyone with earned income from a job or self-employment can open
one,” says Bill Bischoff from MarketWatch. “And since these accounts grow tax deferred, if you have a
long investment horizon, the tax savings can be significant.” 

In 2015, the contribution limit for nondeductible IRAs is $5,500 for people under 50 and $6,500 for
workers who will be age 50 or older at the end of the year. Stop by today to find out more or to speak







workers who will be age 50 or older at the end of the year. Stop by today to find out more or to speak
with one of our retirement specialists.
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5 Secrets for Small Business Success
Experts share their best tips for small business success

Don’t you wish you could click a magic button and—poof—your business would suddenly be a
success? Unfortunately, it may not be as easy as the click of a magic button. While small businesses
employ more than 50 percent of the private workforce, according to the U.S. Small Business
Administration Office of Advocacy, about 50 percent of small businesses will fail within their first five
years due to a variety of factors.

However, by keeping in mind a few tips from experts, you have a recipe for a successful business.
Here are just a few secrets from experts on how to achieve success in your company:

Tighten your focus - What makes your business unique and different from the others? Distinguishing
the unique factor that makes your business better than others that sell similar services or products can
be what makes all the difference in
your sales. 

“Narrow your focus,” says
Alexandra Golaszewska of
alexandrago.com. There are a lot of
people out there doing what you
do, and if you’re a generalist it’s
easy to get lost in the crowd. The
more tightly you focus, the more
perfect a fit you become for your
category. This can be based on
your services or on the type of
client you serve. For example, if
you’re a writer, maybe you write
only new business proposals or
LinkedIn bios or online dating
profiles. Or maybe you offer a
wider range of services but only to
restaurants or lawyers or ski
resorts.

Be strategic when using social media - You always hear how important social media is to your
brand, but that’s only if you’re using it right.

“Stop using social media now for your business … unless you have a plan,” says Bill Corbett,
president of Corbett Public Relations, Inc., on Long Island, New York. “Without a plan, your social
media efforts will waste time and energy. Activities will not be effective and will not attract business.
Create a plan with goals and limit your time exposure.”

If you’re updating your Facebook and Twitter without the expertise needed behind it, you may be
doing more harm than good. If that’s the case, consider hiring a knowledgeable social media
coordinator.

Get personal - “Our number one goal when dealing with a new client is to establish a relationship and
make them feel special,” says Angus Askew, co-director of Magnolia Lane Financial Services. “Make
sure you are remembered. We make it our priority to see all of our customers face to face. Create a
rapport, as this is what will result in repeat business and an income stream for life.”

Stay determined - “Believe in yourself and your strengths. Don’t take ‘no’ for an answer. There will
be bumps along the way, but everything has a solution or another option,” says Rochelle Miller,
co-founder of fashion retailer Another Love. If you give up or lose sight after one mishap, it’s hard to
get back that motivation, especially when mishaps arise often. But if you stay determined, your
customers and colleagues will catch on to that optimism and you’ll eventually get where you need to
be.







Be cost-conscious - An obvious but important and sometimes overlooked tip, it’s vital to be aware of
costs in your small business.

“When they’re just starting out, people get excited and start spending money where they don’t need
to,” says Lori Greiner, one of the “sharks” on ABC’s “Shark Tank.” “Be lean in your business practice.”

So, for example, don’t hire more people than you need, avoid renting out the fancy office that isn’t
necessary and be wary when ordering inventory, as it’s easy to overspend where you don’t need to.

The goal of your business shouldn’t simply be to survive. With the proper guidance and dedication,
your business can thrive.
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Halloween Candy Alternatives
Bypass the sugar for fun, colorful items kids (and parents) will love

Most any kid will say they want as much candy as they can round up when they knock on neighbor’s
doors on Halloween. But getting overloaded with sugar isn’t the best plan. Some dentists around the
country even have buyback programs where they offer prizes and other items for kids who turn in their
Halloween candy stash. If you’re looking for some creative alternatives to passing out the sweet stuff,
we have some ideas for you.
 
Colorful stickers, pencils and
erasers
You can buy sheets of
Halloween themed stickers or
other designs and toss into kids’
jack-o-lanterns. Or you might
stock up on pencils and erasers
with cool designs that kids will
love to use in the classroom.
 
Temporary tattoos 
Kids love these items, and they
come in a wide variety of
shapes and designs, plus they
are inexpensive. You might get
a Halloween-themed tattoo to
pass out, or you can get a
variety — everything from
glittery designs to superheroes. 
 
Bowl of fun items 
Use your imagination when you stock a big bowl full of novelty items for your trick-or-treaters to pick
out. Consider things like plastic vampire teeth, bottles of bubbles, toothbrushes, stretchy frogs, bouncy
balls, whistles, and party favor items.
 
All in the name of safety
Some items that you can give that will delight the kids as well as the parents can actually be effective
in making the trek through the neighborhood a bit safer. All you need to do is hand out glow sticks or
glow-in-the-dark necklaces. This makes the little goblins more visible. Glow bracelets, flashing wands
and finger beam lights are also possibilities.
 
Healthier snacks
Instead of passing out loads of chocolate or other types of candy, consider stocking up on
single-serving packages of pretzels, boxes of raisins, granola bars or juice boxes. Other ideas include
packets of hot chocolate, snack-sized cheese and crackers, and sugar-free gum.
 
Cold hard cash
Imagine the thrill of getting actual money while trick or treating. You can dole out pennies, nickels,
dimes, and even quarters. Regardless of the amount, receiving some change will bring smiles to the
recipients.
 
Art supplies
Bring out their creativity when you offer trick-or-treaters a variety of items they can use for art projects.
Suggestions include Play-Doh®, origami paper and instructions, inexpensive paintbrushes, crayons or
markers.
 
There are some online companies that specialize in selling novelty items, like some of those
mentioned above, in bulk. This makes it very economical to keep all those Halloween buckets filled on
Oct. 31. 
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Auto Insurance Buying Mistakes to Avoid
Having insurance doesn’t mean you have to pay through the roof

Everyone knows that having the right insurance is crucial in the event of the unforeseen, but that
doesn’t mean all insurance is the same. A few helpful tips can help make sure you don’t pay more
than you need to. 

The first thing you want to do is
make sure that you have the proper
coverage. Some people sacrifice
the proper coverage to save a few
dollars, only to find they’re not fully
covered when they need that
coverage most. Simply put, the
cheaper policy isn’t necessarily the
best policy. You also want to make
sure that you understand
everything your policy covers. 

“Make sure you’re shopping apples
to apples and getting quotes based
on the same coverage that you
have,” says Lori Conarton, a
spokeswoman for the Insurance
Institute of Michigan.  

Not getting the cheapest policy
doesn’t mean you can’t find any
discounts. In fact, some insurance companies offer discounts for being accident-free or for having
specific features, like auto alarms or vehicle telematics, like OnStar from GM or Blue Link from
Hyundai. There are also occasional discounts for being a member of a group like AARP or even AAA.
You can always ask what discounts are offered so you can see what you may qualify for.  

Kiplinger magazine noted that setting your deductible too low is a big mistake too:  

“With low auto and homeowners insurance deductibles, you often pay more in premiums than you can
recover in claims. Low deductibles also encourage you to make small claims, which could cost you a
claims-free discount or prompt your insurer to drop you.”  

They added that raising your deductible from $200 to $1,000 can lower your premiums by as much as
40 percent. Just be sure to use some of those savings to build a fund in case you ever do need to pay
a deductible.  

As with any important decision, you always want to do your homework so you can be fully prepared. If
you don’t know your needs, you may pay too much or, as mentioned before, not have the proper
coverage. You also have to be truthful, as lying on your application can lead to a policy cancellation
and even a refusal to pay your claims. 

Auto insurance, as well as your life, health and other policies, is a crucial piece of your financial
well-being. Stop by today to learn more.
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